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FOREWORD 

I T IS hoped that the hints and suggestions contained 
in this booklet will be found useful by eraftsmen in 

the wood-working and other industries in which hide 
glue plays so vital a part as to make almost inclispernm
ble a theoretieal as well as practical knowledge of the 
problems connected with CHOOSING AND USING 
HIDE GLUE. The booklet will be found to supplement 
the GLUE HANDBOOK whieh so many have been 
using, since it treats more in detail some of the subjects 
briefly presented in that booklet. Both hooks may well 
he used together, for the glossary eontained in the 
GLUE HANDBOOK is almost equally applicable to 
the present booklet. 
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CHOOSING AND USING HIDE GLUE 

Keystones 
in the 
Arch of 
Oiviliza-
tion 

In the list of "things useful to man" there 
are few substances so indispensable to 
the development of civilization as hide 
glue - and there are few substances, if 
any, so extensively used as hide glue a
bout which we as craftsmen and laymen 

know less. It is a very human characteristic to know 
the least about the most common everyday things, re
gardless of their importance. Even if we are informed 
about them, we are likely to look down upon these little 
keystones which are so essential to the stability of 
the arch of civilization, and give them little, if any, con
sideration unless, at first glance, they reflect beauty or 
immediate utility. In such a case we may condescend to 
study them, realizing fully that indifference would lead 
us eventually to ugliness in our environment or to inef
ficiency and failure in our activities. Hide glue with
out a doubt has received less consideration and more 
abuse than any substance so widely used by man - in 
fact the mere mention of glue invariably brings forth 
upon the face of the listener a wry expression, a sneer
ing smile, or a knowing look accompanied with a dis
paraging remark. 
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··DOING THE GLUING·· 

As a result of this attitude of indifference and 
disrespect hide glue has been metaphorically relegated 
to the gutter, and so long as it occupies this lowly po
sition neither the craftsman nor the layman can choose 
or use this important substance with any degree of 
fairness to himself. Unless we accord hide glue the 
respect it has so justly earned, we can hardly avoid 
haphazard methods of choosing and using this great 
contributor to civilization. If we do adopt the right 
attitude toward hide glue, we shall inevitably become 
more intelligent in its choice, preparation, and use -
and who can say that it will not respond to this long
past due recognition by contributing further to our wel
fare and profit? In an effort to cultivate the respect 
hide glue commands, and certainly has earned, let us 
consider briefly some of its many uses and accomplish
ments. 

uses of The roles hide glue can play in the drama 
Hide Glue of life are several, and peculiarly enough 

we are under its influence directly or in-
directly every minute from birth to death. This is in
deed a very broad statement, but nevertheless it is a 
fact and is the reason why hide glue may be said to 
represent the a('me of utility, - and why it should 
command an ever-increasing respect. It is doubtful, 
indeed, if any other substance used by man can display 
the versatility of hide glue. 1Vhen it is used with in
telligence and respect, it will always give a creditable 
account of itself, whether it be used as an adhesive, a 
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binding agent, a sizing agent, a colloidal gel, or a pro
tective colloid. It will, when respectfully requested, 
display its great physical strength - a physical 
strength that man has never been able to measure -
or, when required, it will display its mysterious chem· 
ical nature, of which at present we know so little. In· 
deed, hide glue has many moods. It can be a loyal 
friend or a dangerous enemy. Its assumption of the 
desired mood is, almost entirely, dependent upon the 
respect the user accords it. 

Hide glue is known to the layman only as an adhe
sive, and then onl~r in a restricted sense. He recognizes 
it usually as it is used in the furniture and allied wood
working industries, but seldom realizes that as an ad
hesive it is also essential to the manufacture of paper 
products such as boxes, tablets, pads, spiral or lami
nated tubing, and cartons and containers; to the book 
bindery, where it is used in making the case (cover) 
as well as in the binding itself; to the manufacture of 
frosted glass; to the compounding of special cements; 
and to the compounding of all types of Pure Hide 
Liquid Glue and Flexible Glue. 

As a binding agent hide glue plays an even more 
exacting r6le, as important as, if not more important 
than, the rOle it plays as an adhesive. 1Ve find it here 
associating with strange company in the manufacture 
of all types of matches, in the making of sand paper 
and abrasive cloth, in the setting-up of abrasive wheels 
and belts for the polishillg of metals prior to buffing or 
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electro-plating, in the combination of materials used 
for composition mouldings and statuary, and in the 
manufacture of "composition cork" used for inserts in 
jar and bottle crowns (caps). 

Hide glue attains great heights in daily usefulness 
as a sizing agent) and in this far different role it shows 
us more of its versatility. In this role it is used in the 
manufacture of the highest grades of crepe, ledger, 
bond, blue-print, writing, and wall papers; in the fabri
cating and finishing of textiles - especially high grade 
silks; in the manufacture of hats and shoes; in the 
manufacture of wooden containers for liquids; in sizes, 
paints, and calcimines for interior decorating; in the 
manufacture of fly paper and window shades; and in 
many other commodities where real quality is essential 
or desirable. 

One of the most notable contributions hide glue 
has made to civilization has been in its very unusual 
role of a colloidal r1el. Acting in this capacity it pro
duced the "printers roller", which stands to this day 
as an unique feature of the developed printing press. 
The old hand press could hardly have been superseded 
without this invention, to which glue is essential. Its 
supremacy has been challenged many times, but it has 
yet to be replaced. Realizing what the printed page 
means to us to-day, and what it has meant in the past, 
we must admit that this is, indeed, a notable contribu
tion to civilization. 
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The Future We have viewed in brief the past and 
of Hide present of hide glue; but what, you may 
Glue ask does the future hold for this highly 

important substance that the craftsman 
and layman have considered so lowly if they have con
sidered it at all? The future of hide glue will be its 
successful use as a protective colloid. Hide glue is a 
mysterious substance of which very little is known. We 
know it most intimately through its physical charac
teristics; as to its more profound chemical nature we 
are for the most part ignorant. The chemistry of col
loids, of which hide glue is a typical example, has not 
advanced far enough to permit us even to conjecture 
the future possibilities of hide glue. 

Respect 
Due to 
Hide Glue 

Indeed, there are few, if any, substances 
that can make an exhibit of versatile ac
complishments that even approach close
ly those of hide glue in daily use - and 

there are few substances, if any, that man has known 
and successfully used for thousands of years that to
day have brighter or broader future prospects. Yet we 
cannot recall a single sµbstance so essential to our 
daily needs and comforts that has been praised less and 
slandered more than hide glue. It is high time that 
craftsmen as well as laymen begin to realize that they 
should respectfully consider hide glue if they desire to 
promote their own best interests, which, of course, are 
also the best interests of society and civilization. If 
we are to enjoy the amazing things hide glue has to 
offer, we must first respect it. We can never hope 
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··DOING THE GLUING·· 

either to thoose hide glue wisely or to use it efficiently 
without this resped. vVith this in mind let us consider 
the more important aspects of choosing and using hide 
glue. 

Inasmuch as hide glue is best known as au adhe
sive in the field of wood-working - and as the hide 
glue problems that we shall meet there are in essen
tially identical form with those that will he met in 
other lines of industrial endeavor - we will limit our 
remarks to those which appl,,, in a practical way to the 
field of wood-working. Let us repeat for emphasis that 
the information given here may be applied wherever 
hide glue is to be employed in any of its different roles 
in the many different lines of industrial activity - and 
let us also repeat that we must respect hide glne if we 
wish it to satisfy onr demands upon it. 

Glues are classified on various bases: ou Choosing 
Hide Glue the oasis of sources, on the basis of form, 

and by type on the basis of tests for acid
ity, moisture content, melting point of jelly, amount 
and character of grease content, amount and character 
of foam, and keeping qualities. Glues are graded on 
the basis of viscosity (which dete1·mines their adhe
siveness) and jelly strength (which determines their 
cohesiveness), and the grade is the only quality which 
affects the price of pure hide glue. Noting the appear
ance, color, and odor of a hide glue may lead the ex
perienced observer to detect deficiencies or adultera-
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tions, the nature and extent of which must be deter
mined by special tests. 

Hide glue is generally sold in ground form or in the 
form of flakes. The former is pref erred, since hide 
glue can be blended more uniformly, soaked more per
fectly, and so used more effectively in this form. A 
good quality hide glue soaked in cold water should 
swell up and soften without dissolving, and when again 
dried it should resume its original properties, becom
ing transparent and breaking with a glassy fracture. 
Under the influence of heat it should dissolve entirely 
in water, forming a thin, syrupy fluid with a not dis
agreeable smell. 

The amount and eharacter of grease and foam 
content determine the type of hide glue most satisfac
tory for certain dasses of work. 'l'he keeping quality 
of a hide glue is an important general consideration 
because it reveals susceptibilities to bacterial deeom
position. 

Knowledge of types, classifications, and grades of 
hide glue is important to the user, but it can not in
variably enable him to make the best selection of a 
hide glue for his purpose. The complex and little-under
stood chemieal composition of glue itself, the number 
of possible variations in the many qualities we have 
enumerated, and the complexity of the conditions 
under which, and materials with which, glue is used 
render the problem too difficult in most cases. 
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Cooperation 
in the 
Choice of 
Hide Glue 

The choice of a hide glue for any task is 
so complicated that it is next to impossi
ble for any user to choose unaided the 
hide glue that will give the best results. 
Experience is about the only guide any 

user has in its selection, and this is slow and expensive 
as well as dangerous. The hide glue manufacturer 
cannot, on the other hand, make the choice unaided; 
although he will, no doubt, make a better choice than 
the user. This leaves just one satisfactory method for 
choosing a hide glue for the work at hand, and that 
method is one of sincere and open-minded cooperation 
- a cooperation in which the potential user will bare 
his problem to the hide glue manufacturer, and the hide 
glue manufacturer in turn will give to the user the 
benefit of his years of experience in the field as well as 
his intimate knowledge of hide glue gained through his 
study of the manufacturing processes. If the users of 
hide glue will only realize that the hide glue manufac
turer has the very same problems to solve in making 
hide glue that the user meets in using hide glue, a con
fidence will ensue that will assure the choice of a hide 
glue that will work satisfactorily and successfully. 

Elements 
in the 
User's 
Problem 

The most important thing for a wood
worker to know when he calls in a hide 
glue manufacturer for advice or counsel 
is his own problem. He should be able to 
answer with surety such questions as: 

1. What woods are being used? 
2. What are their textures and densities? 
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3. What percentage of moisture do they contain? 
4. Is this moisture sap or atmospheric? 
5. Is the wood processed direct from the dry 

kilns, or is it tempered in the plant after kiln drying? 
t>. Is the machine work properly done? 
7. What water-hide glue ratio is used? 
8. Are the water and hide glue proportions accu

rately weighed or just haphazardly measured? 
9. Is the hide glue properly soaked and melted? 

10. What type of glue room equipment is used? 
11. At what temperature is the hide glue solution 

used? 
12. Is the glue room drafty? 
13. What is the temperature of the stock when 

glued? 
14. What is approximate clamp pressure? 
15. How long does the stock remain in the clamps? 
16. How much time elapses between releasing 

from the clamps and further machine work? 
17. What margin of safety is desired? 

These and other questions that are pertinent to 
successful gluing must be correctly answered before 
the hide glue manufacturer can assist in making a 
choice of hide glue that will give optimum results. 

Hide Glues 
for Every 
Purpose 

Hide glue should never be chosen purely 
on price, color, or other isolated charac
teristics, but rather on a combination of 
characteristics that have been agreed 

upon after a full understanding of what is desired of 
the hide glue. The manufacture, testing, grading, and 
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classifying of hide glue have progressed with time, and 
every user should demand adequate information con
cerning his hide glue - information that is dependable 
as well as definite-information that is based on tech
nical facts - information that is understandable and 
practical - information that for the most part has 
been withheld from the hide glue user and kept in dark 
secrecy. If the hide glue user in choosing his hide glue 
will sincerely cooperate with the hide glue manufac
turer, he will be well rewarded; and this cooperation 
will profit him far more than reading volumes of de
tailed information concerning hide glue. Let the user 
of hide glue realize that there is a hide glue for every 
purpose, and to take care of any eventuality, and that 
the best glue for any particular purpose can be chosen 
only through sincere and open-minded cooperation be
tween the user and manufacturer of hide glue. 

Processes 
Preparatory 
to Using 
Hide Glue 

After the hide glue to be used for a 
particular task has heen adequately 
chosen, it must be put into solution be
fore it can actually be assigned to its 
appointed task. The steps necessary 

to do this constitute the simple preparatory processes 
of weighing, soaking, and melting. The fact that these 
intermediate steps are very simple must not suggest 
in the least that they are not vitally important. As 
later results are dependent upon them, they must be 
considered with an attitude of respect and executed in 
a spirit of exactness and cleanliness. Their importance 
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cannot be over-emphasized, nor can the respect they re· 
quire be minimized. 

A_voidance 
of Decom
position 

It has been said that, "knowledge, with 
common sense, is power''. vVith this old 
adage firmly in mind let us digress, before 
taking up these preparatory processes in 

detail, and consider the why of some of the warnings 
that must be heeded by all users of hide glue. It should 
always be borne in mind that hide glue is an animal 
product and, eonsequentl,r, when it is in solution, is 
ever open to attack by bacteria. Sinee it is susceptible 
to bacterial decomposition, cleanliness in its prepara· 
tion and subsequent use is imperatiYe. Fm· this reason 
all water used with hide glue should be both pure and 
cold - pure for obvious reasons; and cold because 
warm water not only promotes the development of bac
teria but also seals the surface of the llide glue, which 
sealing prevents the water from properly entering and 
soaking the hide glue. Live steam must never be used 
directly in preparing a hide glue solution. It degrades 
the hide glue to a point of danger - and does it very 
quickly. 

All equipment used in the preparatory I rnportance 
of process must be clean at all times if bac-
Cleanliness terial decomposition is to be avoided. 

Likewise, all equipment used for han
dling a hide glue solution must he kept scrupulously 
clean at all times. The necessary equipment for pre
paring and handling hide glue is inexpensive and in-
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eludes scales, soaking-vessels, glue pots, glue convert
ers, glue spreaders, and thermometers. It is doubtful 
if any plant equipment will pay higher dividends -
but it is absolutely essential that all necessary equip
ment be employed and not just part of it. In selecting 
the soaking-vessels, glue pots, and glue converters, it 
is important to require that they be made of copper or 
brass; because a hide glue solution will in time work 
havoc with iron or galvanized equipment, and such 
equipment will in turn work havoc with the hide glue 
solution. The presence of low concentrations of acid 
in the hide glue will in time result in chemical reac
tions that are injurious to both equipment and hide 
glue. Bearing well in mind that common sense knowl
edge of the importance of avoiding high temperatures) 
and insisting upon cleanliness, is indispensable in the 
handling of a hide glue or a hide glue solution, an~ that 
such knowledge is power in the hands of all users of 
hide glue, let us proceed to the detailed account of the 
preparatory processes of weighing, soaking and 
melting. 

Exactness 
in 
Preparatory 
Processes 

Weighing, the first of the preparatory 
processes, is one calling for exactness 
- nothing more - nothing less. With 
a predetermined "water-hide-glue ra
tio" (concentration) as a "standard of 

action" both the water (pure and cold) and hide glue 
are accurately weighed. Never measure the propor
tions - always weigh them. Hide glues are graded and 
priced under a system in which the "water-hide-glue 
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ratio" (concentration) is based on accurate weights of 
both water and hide glue - weights, not volumes -
and these weights are the foundation of the grading 
system. If an all-enveloping efficiency is the user's ul
timate goal - and it should be - a similar exactness 
must become a matter of habit and routine with him. 
The eye is absolutely unreliable in mixing hide glue. 
To trust the eye in mixing hide glue is risky and in
variably results in varying the solution concentration 
of every hatch so prepared, even though hide glue of 
the same color is used each time. Such a haphazard 
method of proportioning water and hide glue becomes 
an even more dangerous procedure if the hide glne used 
varies in color, or shade of color, from shipment to 
shipment - and this is a common occurrence. Few hide 
glue users have stopped to realize that a light-colored 
solution will always appear to the eye to be thinner 
than a dark-colored solution of identical consistency. 
This is ordinary optical illusion, arnl it can, and does, 
cause much trouble. "\Vhen the correct water and hide 
glue proportions have been accurately weighed, one 
can proceed with confidence in the further preparation 
of the hide glue solution. 

Gliie into 
W ater---not 
ivater into 
Glue! 

Soaking) the second preparatory step, 
is simple enough, but of an importance 
that commands attention. The final 
concentration of the hide glue solution 
depends to a great degree upon the care 

taken in this step. Also, it is here that every user of 
hide glue should especially insist npon a routine of 
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cleanliness. If the predetermined roncentration of so
lntion is to be carried to completion with exactness, 
the hide glue must he properly mixed and thoroughly 
soaked - and if bacterial decomposition is to be avoid
ed, habits of C'leanliness must make themselves felt 
from the Yery beginning. To mix the hide glue and 
water properly, place the weighed portion of water in a 
soaking-vessel that is clean, aud carefully stir the 
weighed portion of hide glue into it. Regardless of 
'"hether the hide g·lne is in the flake or ground form, al
wa~'S mix it with the water in this manner. N crcr stir 
1catcr into liidc r;luc - al1cays stir the hide f]luc into 
the u~atcr. Ry following this method of procedure yon 
will make it certain that each particle of hide glue will 
come into contact with water all(l that the soaking will 
be thorough. 

'l'he soaking should continue in a cool place from 
five to ten hours. If hactel"ial decomposition is to he 
aYoided, the solution nrnst he kept in a cool plaee, as 
bacte1·ia become aetiYe at temperatures a ho Ye 70° Fah
renheit. The soaking-rnssel should always he covered 
to prevent evaporation, whieh not only changes the in
tended concentration of the solution but also dries out 
the hide glue that is exposed to the air, making longer 
heating at higher temperatures necessary in order to 
melt all the hide glue. 'l'h01·011gh soaking will always 
materially deCl'ense the time that it takes the hide glue 
jelly to melt, as well as permit the use of a low tem
perature in the melting process. Inasmuch as the de
grading of a hide glue is a time-temperature reaction, 
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a decrease of either or both of these is always a distinct 
advantage. 

Melti·ng by 
Inclirect 
Heat 

Jfclting, the final step in the preparation 
of a hide glue solution warrants undivid
ed attention. It is without a doubt the 
most important of all the preparatory 

processes. The old saying that "too many cooks spoil 
the ponidge" was never more applicable than in the 
melting of a hide glue jelly. The melting should he at
tended to by an eyer-watd1ful obseryer whose sole task 
for the time being is that of watching the pot to see 
that it not only does not boil but that the temperature 
<loes not exceed 150° Fahrenheit. 'l'he proC'ess consists 
in placing the soaked hide glue, now a firm jelly, in a 
water-jacketed glue pot or converter and applying heat. 
'l'he heat may he supplied either hy electricit.v or steam. 
'l'he former is recommended heca m;e of its :flexible 
adaptability and certainty of control. \Vhichever is 
employed must always he applied to the water in the 
jacket. Never use direct hca,t in heating a hide glue 
solution - always use indirect lieat. 

The vital nature of the melting process is due to the 
introduction of heat. 'Vhile heat is necessary in pre
p~uing and using a hi,le glue solution, it is at the same 
time dernstatingly destructive unless it is confined 
within certain definite limitR whieh we will now pre
SC'ribe and discuss. If the hide glue has been properly 
mixed and thoroughly soaked, it will go into solution 
at !>0° to 100° Fahrenheit: and upon reaehing a tern-
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perature of 140° to 150° Fahrenheit it will be ready to 
use. It should always be used between these tempera
tures, because within this range the solution will de
grade more slowly and because these temperatures are 
most adaptable to customary gluing conditions. When 
the hide glue solution is not in use, it should be remov
ed from the glue pot, converter, or spreader and placed 
in a cool place to prevent bacterial decomposition, pre
ferably in a place where the temperature will range 
between 50° and 60° Fahrenheit. Let it be repeated for 
emphasis, that when one is using a hide glue solution 
temperatures should be maintained within the range 
of 140° to 150° Fahrenheit; that when one is not using 
a hide glue solution temperatures should be maintain
ed within the range of 50° to 60° Fahrenheit; that 
whether one is using or not using a hide glue solution 
the temperature of 100° Fahrenheit should be shunned 
at all times, beeause bacteria are more active at this 
temperature than at any other. 

Now that the importance of temperature in pre
paring and using a hide glue solution is realized, we 
can readily recognize the importance of temperature 
control. There are, fortunately, several types of tem
perature controls or thermostats that are practical as 
well as inexpensive. They can and should be used to 
maintain the temperature of the hide glue solution 
within the limits prescribed. rnfortunately, however, 
these thermostats are not altogether fool-proof; and 
they will not work accurately for any length of time. 
Consequently, they should be checked daily, at least, 
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with a reliable thermometer, and adjusted, repaired, 
or replaced if they are not functioning properly. The 
proof of the importance of temperature control in han
dling hide glue solutions is that all modern glue room 
equipment is furnished with accurate thermostatic 
controls which will not permit the use of temperatures 
above 150° Fahrenheit. 

If a hide glue is intelligently chosen and the meth
ods of procedure for the preparatory processes, as here 
outlined, are conscientiously applied, the result will 
be a hide glue solution that will largely obviate gluing 
troubles as well as minimize expense and worry. 

Using A substance with such versatility as hide glue 
Hide might be expected to present great difficulties 
Glue in its use but, like the thoroughbred it is, hide 

glue responds to the varying demands made 
upon it whole-heartedly and with a pride in accomplish
ment and a reserve of strength that transcend popular 
belief. If hide glue, which is so generally abused, will 
respond loyally under these conditions, it should justly 
be rewarded with appreciation and understanding; 
and if it is so rewarded it will respond even more loyal
ly. If users of hide glue desire to attain a high efficien
cy in their gluing operations, it is essential that they 
first accord their hide glue the appreciation it merits 
and the understanding it requires. If hide glue is ac
corded respect and used with a common sense intelli
gence, the user has nothing to fear. 
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Trouble
Not Glue 
Trouble 
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From reliable authority based upon in
tensive research we are told that in the 
gluing of wood there is no such thing as 
glue trouble - that if any difficulty is en
countered it will always be gluing 

trouble. In other words, any hide glue will make a hide 
glue joint that is stronger than the wood used - if the 
gluing conditions are perfect. But gluing conditions 
are seldom perfect, and for this reason a hide glue 
should be used that has a margin of safety of sufficient 
breadth to overcome the inequalities of poor or imper
fect gluing conditions. 

Margin 
of 
Safety 

There are few, if any, hide glue users who 
have ever stopped to think just how mueh 
they demand of their hide glue. Let us, there
fore, consider some of these demands. .Many 

mistakes are made daily in every wood-working plant. 
In addition, there are many variations in working con
ditions which are beyond human control. Somebody or 
something must compensate for these errors and varia
tions. In practically every instance it is the hide glue 
that comes to the rescue, and it does so without request 
or notice and will continue to do so until it exhausts 
its margin of safety, which in most instances is entire
ly too narrow. 'When its margin of safety has been ex
hausted - when it has unstintingly given its last ounce 
of strength - when it can do nothing more - naturally 
it fails; and when it fails it receives nothing but abuse 
- abuse that rightfully should be placed elsewhere. 
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We regret to admit that an inadequate margin of safe
ty can usually be traced to random buying of the hide 
glue, or buying merely on a price basis. All hide glue 
users should use only hide glues that have at least a 
reasonable margin of safety. In the end they will profit 
more by paying more for their hide glues. 

The procedure of using hide glue which follows is 
based upon the presumption that the bide glue has 
been chosen with due intelligence - that the prepara
tory processes have been executed as prescribed - and 
that the hide glue has an adequate margin of safety. 
Unless these items are carefully considered, trouble 
may be the immediate result when the hide glue solu
tion is put to work. 

working In the use of hide glue there are four 
Variables simple but very important variables -

concentration) temperature) time) and 
pressure. Practically every instance of gluing trouble 
can be attributed to deviations of these variables from 
fixed standards of action. In order to fully understand 
what these variations are it will first be necessary to 
know what standards of action are essential under or
dinary working conditions. 

Standards Because of its inherently :flexible working 
abilities hide glue in use is unusually ac
commodating. In fact, it is so obliging 

that the standards of action that must be applied in its 
use are, in a sense, very broad. vVhen they are consid
ered in conjunction with the variables - concentra-

of Action 
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tion, temperature, time, and pressure - a world of in
formation is immediately available. The information 
that is forthcoming is not confusing in the least if it is 
interpreted with ordinar.r common sense. In order to 
set up standards of action which are essential to good 
gluing practice let us consider a simple cl;lse of gluing. 

For the sake of simplicity we will assume that we 
have two pieces of wood neither of which is the width 
desired. However, if they are joined edge to edge they 
will make one piece of the desired width. For various 
and obvious reasons they cannot be joined with either 
nails or screws - they must be joined with hide glue. 
The edges to be joined are planed evenly so that they 
fit together perfectly, a prepared hide glue solution is 
applied to these planed edges, and the two pieces are 
clamped together with pressure clamps. In time the 
hide glue will set and dry, making of the two pieces of 
wood the one piece that is the width desired. There 
can be nothing complicated about an operation so pri
marily simple, but within this simple operation there 
are certain standards of action that must be heeded if 
satisfactory gluing is to be expected. 

The primary standards of action that must be 
heeded in using hide glue are those of the preparatory 
processes of weighing, soaking, and melting. As they 
have been considered in detail and will be considered 
again later, we will merely refer to them at this point 
and assume that the hide glue solution with which we 
will deal from here on has been properly prepared in 
accordance with the information given. 
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The secondary standards of action which must be 
heeded in good gluing practice are: ( 1) to use the hide 
glue solution at a temperature of 140° to 150° Fahren
heit, (2) to use only wood that has a temperature of 
70° to 90° Fahrenheit and a moisture content ( atmo
spheric moisture-not sap moisture) of 5% to 7%, (3) 
to use a clamp pressure of 100 to 200 pounds per square 
inch, ( 4) to do the gluing in a room that has a tempera
ture of 70° to 80° Fahrenheit and a relative humidity 
of 50 to 60. It will be noted that there is a practical 
freedom of action in these standards of action or work
ing constants, within which the hide glue user can 
operate satisfactorily and successfully- a freedom of 
action that will permit a hide glue with an adequate 
margin of safety to automatically adjust itself to var
iations in conditions if the variations are at all 
reasonable. 

Before considering these standards of 
action in relation to the variables -

Importance 
of 
Penetration concentration, temperature, time, and 

pressure - it will be necessary to con
sider what takes place in a glued joint at the glue line 
- for after all it is here that a hide glue will either 
stand or fall. vVhen a hide glue solution is applied to 
a prepared wood surface, it will naturally penetrate 
into or be absorbed by the pulpy, cellular wood; and 
when pressure is applied, this penetration or absorp
tion is accentuated. The proper penetration is that 
which will result in optimum strength of the glued 
joint, and it is this proper penetration that the hide 
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glue user should endeavor to attain. It really cannot 
be measured - onl.v experience can bring it to light. 
In theory it is a penetration that will permit the hide 
glue fibers or tendrils to anchor themselves equally 
firmly in both pieces of wood without unduly stretch
ing themselves. Practically all gluing troubles can be 
traced to improper penetration, and inasmuch as this 
is true all hide glue users should try to secure a proper 
penetration for their hide glue solution. As an aid in 
attaining this proper penetration it will he well to re
member that - anything which increases, decreases, 
or inhibits the flow of a hide glne solution will affect 
its penetrating ability. In the following discussion the 
standards of action essential to good gluing practice 
will he considered as they are related to the variables 
- concentration, temperature, time, and pressure -
with clue consicleration at all times for the effects these 
relationships have upon penetration. vVe shall merely 
suggest the more apparent 1·elationships here; for 
space will not permit a detailed discussion of all the 
relationships and in terrela tionshi ps. 

Concentration 
for 
Penetration 

The primary standards of action iu 
the preparatory proeesses of weighing, 
soaking, and melting are so closely 
related that we will consider them to-

gether. The most conspicuous variable in the prepara
tory processes is that of concentration. Unless the 
water-hide glue ratio is determined carefully and cor
rectly - unless the portions of water and hide glue are 
accurately weighed, properly mixed, and th01·oughly 
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soaked - unless eleanliness becomes a matter of habit 
and concern - unless the melting process is respect
fully and precisely carried to completion, there is 
bound to be a variation in the concentration or consis
tency of the hide glue solution, and it is very obvious 
that any variation in concentration or consistency will 
either increase or decrease the fiow of the hide glue 
solution and hence chauge its penetrating ability in 
actual use and modify the efficiency of the application 
of secondary standards of action. 

The first of the secondary standards of 
action - that of using the hide glue solutionship of 

Variables tion at a temperature of 140° to 150° Fah-

Interrela-

renheit is, of course, closely related to the 
temperature variable, but it is the interrelationship 
of temperature and the concentration variable, which 
in turn affects the time and pressure variables, that 
commands attention. Variations in temperature are 
accompanied with variations in the volume of the hide 
glue solution which automatically ehange the concen· 
tration of the solution; for all through these transi
tions the hide glue content of the solution is neither in
creased nor decreased. An increase in the temperature 
of a hide glue solution will increase the volume of the 
solution, producing a thinner solution of lower concen
tration - a decrease of temperature will reverse this 
reaction. Such a variation in concentration will na
turally cause the time variable to change. The time al
lowed for the assembly of the glued pieces prior to the 
application of pressure is changed because the time 
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necessary for the hide glue to jell, set, and dry has been 
either increased or decreased. The amount of pressure 
must also vary, because the state of the hide glue at 
the time pressure is applied has varied. It is plain to 
be seen that all these variations from a working stand
ard have an indirect bearing upon the penetrating 
ability of the hide glue solution and that unless com
pensating changes are brought into action serious diffi
culties will result. It is, indeed, wise to keep the tem
perature of the hide glue solution within the range of 
140° to 150° Fahrenheit. Under ordinary working con
ditions the ten-degree temperature allowance that is 
permitted is amply safe if the hide glue itself possesses 
a reasonable margin of safety. 

Temperature 
of Hide Glue 
Solution 

The most common reason given for 
maintaining the hide glue solution tern· 
perature within 140° to 150° Fahren
heit is that the natural tendency of hide 

glue users is to overheat the solution, which overheat
ing degrades the hide glue. This point has been over
stressed, because there are times when heating a hide 
glue considerably above 150° Fahrenheit is expedient 
if not necessary and altogether practical. Overheating 
will not degrade a hide glue materially if- and this is 
imperatively important - the excessive temperature 
is not maintained over a two-hour period. When an 
excessive temperature of the hide glue solution is es
sential to compensate for working conditions that can· 
not, for the time being, be changed, batches of the hide 
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glue prepared should be of such size as to permit them 
to be consumed within a two-hour period, and, of 
course, a one-hour period would be preferable. How
ever, to put this extra strain on a hide glue demands 
of it a wide margin of safety, and the user should be 
absolutely certain that his hide glue possesses that 
margin of safety before attempting such a departure 
from the standards of action. 

Condition 
of Materials 
to be Glued 

The second of the secondary standards 
of action - that of using only wood 
which has a temperature of 70° to 90° 
Fahrenheit and an atmospheric-mois

ture content of 5% to 7% again shows that the tempera
ture variable has an indirect bearing upon the gluing 
operation through the variables of concentration, time, 
and pressure. When a hide glue solution is applied to 
a piece of wood, the solution begins to chill or jell at 
once; thus the time allowance for assembling the glued 
pieces is being decreased continuously and, because the 
hide glue is gradually assuming a semi-jell condition, 
increasingly higher temperatures will be required as 
time elapses if strong glued joints are to result. The 
effect on the penetrating ability of the hide glue solu
tion is apparent. 

The moisture content of the wood is important; be
cause wood with a low moisture content will take up 
too much of the hide glue solution, while wood with a 
high moisture content can hardly be expected to take 
up a sufficient amount of a hide glue solution when its 
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pores and fibers are already carrying so much mois
ture. It is important to differentiate between sap and 
atmospheric moisture. Both types decrease the con
centration of the hide glue solution, but in addition to 
this the acids in the sap moisture react chemically with 
the hide glue and can do considerable harm. Sap mois
ture content cannot, therefore, be compensated for as 
can other moisture content. Varying moisture content 
of wood also requires proportionate variations of clamp 
pressure - the lower the moisture content the lower 
the pressure. The problem of penetration, it will be 
observed, is still in evidence, and it is noticeable that 
variations in the standards of action which reveal 
themselves in changes in the variables - concentra
tion, temperature, time, and pressure are immediately 
reflected in the penetrating ability of the hide glue 
solution. 

The third of the secondary standards Press1trc for 
Penetration of action - that of using a clamp pres-

sure of 100 to 200 pounds per square 
inch is naturally an adaptation of the pressure varia
ble; but as a standard of action the variation has been, 
for the sake of safet,v, limited to conform to ordinary 
working pressures. We, however, are interested prin
cipally in the relationship of pressure to the variables 
of concentration, temperature, and time. The effects of 
these relationships have been mentioned before, but 
they will he repeated here for emphasis and conve
nience. It is absolutely necessary to vary clamp pres-
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sure to conform to variations in the concentration of 
the hide glue solution and ahm to conform to variations 
in the concentration of the wood - which may be either 
moisture content or the density of the wood. rrhe tem
perature and time variables are important, as they are 
responsible for variations in the concentration of the 
hide glue solution or in the porosity of the wood, or in 
both. It is only reasonable to expect that when the 
solution concentration is high more clamp pressure 
will be necessary than when the solution concentration 
is low. In other words, a thick hide glue solution re
quires more clamp pressure than a thin solution if 
wood of the same density and moisture content is used 
in both instances. Likewise, a wood of high density 
(low porosity) will require more pressure than a wood 
of low density (high porosity) - where density indi
cates compactness of fiber and cellular structure. 

Pressure is the line of last defense insofar as pene
tration is concerned. Unless the variations of concen
tration, temperature, and time are too great, their ill
effects on the penetrating abilit~' of the hide glue solu
tion can be compensated for by variations in clamp 
pressure. Of course, it is always best to keep each of 
the standards of action within its alloted range. If 
working conditions are kept within this range, a more 
effective penetration will ensue; and, after all is said, 
effective penetration is the deciding difference between 
good glued joints and inferior glued joints. 
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Room Temper
ature and 
Humidity 

The fourth and last of the secondary 
standards of action - that of actu
ally doing the gluing in a room with 
a temperature of 70° to 80° Fahren-

heit and a relative humidity of 50 to 60 can be seen to 
bear a close relationship to standards for the tempera
ture and moisture content of the materials to be glued. 
vVhen working conditions are kept within these tem
peratures and humidities, there remains little to be de
sired; but one other point may be mentioned: drafts 
should be avoided at all times, for they are the cause 
of much poor gluing. When work must be done at a 
different room temperature or in a different room hu
midity, compensation may be made for these bad con
ditions by changing the concentration, time, or pres
sure. It is, however, within the suggested ranges of 
temperature and humidity that the glued joint will 
best set under clamp pressure and dry and season after 
pressure is released prior to further machine work. 
The ranges have been selected as ideals for both the 
worker and the work he will produce. They permit the 
operator to do better work in less time, and they permit 
the hide glue to do its best within that time. Time is 
therefore the variable most affected by violation of this 
standard of action. And it is time that has been con
sidered most important in the selection of these work
ing standards. 
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versatility Hide glue in use is, indeed, an unpre
of Hide Glue tentious but a versatile substance - so 

unpretentious that its true worth and 
importance have been minimized and, at times actually 
disregarded by man in his search for perfection - so 
versatile that if the world were to be denied its use for 
only a short time civilized advancement would halt. 
But, in spite of the fact that hide glue is considered 
such a lowly thing - in spite of the fact that so little 
is actually known about it - in spite of the fact that 
it is so generally maligned and abused - and in spite 
of the fact that it displays such inherent contrasting 
characteristics, it responds instinctively and imme
diately to each of the many calls for assistance it re
ceives from sources whose demands are widely differ
ent. One will search a long time and, probably without 
success, to find a substance as accommodating as hide 
glue. 

An effective and efficient use of hide glue is not a 
difficult undertaking. It is complicated, of course; for 
hide glue itself is complicated. This is no doubt be
cause of its great versatility. If we were to meet a man 
with an equally successful versatility we might expect 
him to be temperamental. If we found him so, we would 
at least treat him with deference rather than condem
nation. A hide glue user will profit well if he assumes 
a similar attitude of respect toward his hide glue. It is 
not necessary that he should understand hide glue in a 
whimsical or technical sense - only that he should 
treat it with deference in a common sense manner. 
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In conclusion we eau only repeat that in properly 
ehoosing and using a hide glne one must render nnto 
hide glue the respect it merits - make an attempt to 
understand it in a practical way - and use, at all 
times, jnst plain common-sense reasoning. The actions 
and reactions of hide glue are complieated, but they 
can usually be discovered and identified within the con
fines of the simple variables - concentration, tempera
ture, time, and pressure - as these variables affect the 
penetrating ability of the hide glue solution. If a hide 
glue with an adequate margin of safety is chosen and 
the standards of action as outlined ai·e heeded in its 
use~ the hide glue user need expect nothing but com
plete satisfaction in his gluing operations. 

These standards of action have been carefully 
chosen after years of practical experience and study, 
and they represent ideal conditions. They have a prac
tical working range that imposes neither inconvenience 
nor mu·easonable expense upon the user. If, however, 
the information given here is at any time found to be 
inadequate, the hide glue user should cooperate with 
the hide glue manufacturer, and this cooperation 
should be sincere and open-minded on the part of both. 
If this is done, it will inevitably result in choosing 
hide glue wisely and using it efficiently. 
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